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Fairy stories and flimsy statements: deconstructing Mark 
Kaczmarek’s speech of 11th December on the Local Plan housing 
targets 
 
In December Councillor Kaczmarek, the portfolio holder for housing and 
planning at Cornwall Council, gave a speech defending the Council’s 
determination to increase its housing target to 49,000 over the next 20 
years. Councillor Kaczmarek began by claiming that the Council’s position 
was ‘based on evidence’. But as we shall demonstrate here, it transpires 
that some claims the Council makes are not in reality supported by 
evidence at all, or at least publicly accessible evidence. Other assertions 
rest on distinctly dodgy data and can be easily shown to be false, 
ambiguous or disingenuous. In addition there is what we might term the 
missing evidence, the evidence that Councillor Kaczmarek and his officers 
resolutely refuse to address and prefer to sweep under the carpet. Here, 
we deal with each of these three types of claim in turn.  
 
 
Population change, terrifying government inspectors, and the 
myth of growth 
The first category comprises those assertions that are patently untrue and 
where there is clear evidence to demonstrate their falsity. For instance, 
Councillor Kaczmarek claims that the Council has to deliver sufficient 
‘market houses to meet the wider needs of our communities and the 
market’. Let’s return to what he means by ‘our communities’ later. As the 
proposal is for an increase in the number of houses to be built over that of 
the last 20 year period, then we might be forgiven for assuming the 
Council expects an increase in the rate of population growth in Cornwall. 
 
Indeed, the Council’s latest publicly available version of its ‘demographic 
evidence base’ (published in September 2011) states categorically and 
confidently that between 2001 and 2011 the ‘resident population will have 
increased by 55,700’ (p.2). Unfortunately, this conclusion does not square 
with the projected populations for 2011 provided in the same document, 
which are 539,900 on page 3 and 544,200 on page 6. In any case, the 
Council’s varying projections were shown to be utterly fatuous a year later 
when the Census Office announced the actual population of Cornwall in 
2011 was 532,300. This was a rise of 33,200 on 2001 and nowhere near 
the figures falsely churned out by the Council in its ‘evidence base’. Oddly, 
its mistakes do not seem to have been admitted or corrected since. 
 
The truth is that the long-term trend of Cornwall’s population growth is 
not upwards at all, as the Council implies, but downwards. If we were 
planning to meet the needs of the projected population growth based on 
the latest 2011 Census results, we should be discussing a target 
somewhere between 19,000 and 27,000 (see CoSERG briefing paper 1). 
 
Other fatuous statements are based on even flimsier evidence. For 
example Councillor Kaczmarek implied that a target of 38,000 would not 
be acceptable to Government inspectors. ‘It would be difficult to argue for 
a lower figure [than 49,000]’ as they would ‘ask us again to look at our 
figures’. There is no evidence at all for this bizarre conclusion. Of the six 
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Local Plans in south-west England deemed ‘sound’ by the present 
Government’s inspectors, four have pro-rata housing targets lower than 
Cornwall’s 49,000 (see CoSERG briefing paper 2). Just as the 
demographic data offer no reason for so many houses neither does a 
misplaced fear of central government inspectors. 
 
But perhaps the most outrageous assertion made in this speech was the 
implication that economic growth equals population growth. Clearly, if 
population rises in line with income or production or value added then 
there may be growth in the sense of more, but no-one is better off. Even 
restricting ourselves to conventional thinking, what we need is per capita 
growth in income or wages or in less quantifiable measures of prosperity, 
not necessarily absolute growth. It becomes even more ludicrous to 
equate this to housing growth. Councillor Kaczmarek doesn’t care to 
explain to us why, despite a doubling of the housing stock since the 1960s 
and faster population growth than most places in the UK, the Cornish 
economy is still in need of the highest level of grant aid and our wages 
bump along at the bottom of the league. If housing and population growth 
produced prosperity in the simplistic way the Council presumes then we’d 
be laughing all the way to the bank. It hasn’t. And we aren’t. 
 
 
Age structures, net migrants and new housing 
Let’s move on to the second category of flimsy remarks made in the 
speech – those based on data that may be accurate but which do not 
support the conclusions drawn. Councillor Kaczmarek seems to think it 
important to remind us of the ‘fewer young people … forced to leave for 
educational opportunities or work’. This is linked to the point that ‘there as 
many 0-19 year olds as there are over 65s (115,000)’.  What Councillor 
Kaczmarek either doesn’t tell us is that, while the number of 0-19 year 
olds has indeed increased by 356 since 2001, the number of over 65s has 
increased by 14,916. Despite the influx of students, most of whom will not 
stay, the proportion of young people in Cornwall has actually shrunk, from 
23.0% in 2011 to 21.6% now. In any case, it’s not clear what we’re 
supposed to make of this as those over 65s will presumably eventually 
hand over their property to the under 19s.  
 
While perhaps a few hundred more young people are staying, we are also 
told an (unstated) ‘significant number of net migrants’ are ‘people 
returning to Cornwall’. As it stands, this statement is nonsense; 
presumably Councillor Kaczmarek wants to say that a significant 
proportion of gross migrants are return migrants. But, strangely for a case 
‘based on evidence’, no evidence for this is actually given. The last proper 
survey of in-migrants back in the 1980s found that around a third of them 
were return migrants. Has this proportion changed? We remain in the 
dark. 
 
All we are offered is the bland assertion that ‘nearly 70% of all moves … 
are local and 75% of new build houses are occupied by people moving 
from elsewhere in Cornwall, mostly moves of under 5 miles’. If this were 
true, then it would indeed be a major change from the 1980s when the 
majority of those in open market housing estates had moved direct from 
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upcountry. But despite repeated requests for precise references to the 
source of this so that it can be checked, neither Councillor Kaczmarek nor 
his planning officers have been prepared to offer any. Until backed by 
evidence this must therefore remain on that shelf marked ‘dubious 
claims’. 
 
Perhaps the most disingenuous fairy story in the speech however concerns 
the actual proposed housing numbers. These are described as ‘modest’. 
But in order to reach this amazing conclusion, the numbers are 
deliberately massaged. Councillor Kaczmarek claims that building 49,000 
houses – a rate of 2,450 a year – is ‘lower than the rate of the last 10 
years’, which, according to the Council’s figures, was 25,087, or 2,509 a 
year. 
 
But this selective choice of years does not compare like with like. A 20 
year plan should properly be compared with the last 20 years, not ten 
years. We find that, again according to the Council’s own figures, 41,320 
houses were built in the last 20 year period. All but the most numerically 
challenged can see that the proposed 49,000 is plainly a hefty rise on this. 
 
Moreover, the fact that ‘over 19,000’ houses have extant planning 
permission or have already been built since 2010 appears to be a cause 
for congratulation for Councillor Kaczmarek, who claims this means we’re 
only ‘looking for 29,000 new homes over the next 18 years’. (Actually 
49,000 minus 19,000 equals 30,000. But even the figure of 19,000 is also 
wrong as, according to the final housing distribution figures of September 
2012, three months before the Councillor’s speech, there were 21,449 
houses built or with permission.) As no more than 4 or 5,000 were built in 
the previous two years, Councillor Kaczmarek seems to be ignoring the 
16,500 or so waiting to be built. It’s as if these 16,500 were just a bad 
dream and have disappeared entirely from sight. On this logic why not 
grant permission for all 49,000 and then claim the plan is for zero growth! 
 
 
In-migrants, second homes and other evidence that the council 
would prefer to avoid 
Finally, we have the inadmissible evidence, the evidence that vanishes 
into thin air just like the Councillor’s mislaid 16,500 houses. First, 
Councillor Kaczmarek admits that births are only ‘nearly more’ than 
deaths, which translates into the fact that the number of births equals the 
number of deaths. What he doesn’t care to mention though is that, first, 
the Office for National Statistics predict this natural stability will again 
become natural decline before the next 20 years are out. Second, it fails 
to mention the corollary. If natural change is zero, then all the population 
growth must result from in-migration. So the ‘wider needs of our 
communities’ turns out actually to mean the needs of communities not yet 
resident in Cornwall. 
 
But it’s far worse than that. Councillor Kaczmarek makes no mention at all 
of Cornwall’s own version of the Bermuda Triangle, only this time it’s 
houses that are disappearing rather than ships. In the 2000s for every 
1,000 rise in population in England 421 houses were built. In Wales every 
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extra 1,000 people required 517 houses. But in Cornwall for each 1,000 
growth in our population we had to build 765 houses. Put it another way. 
Mysteriously, we seem to have to build over 82% more of our countryside 
than they do in England in order to accommodate the same population 
rise. The answer to this apparent riddle is not rocket science. But 
Councillor Kaczmarek and his officers fight shy of mentioning it. The 
missing houses have gone to feed a voracious appetite for second homes 
and holiday lets. So ‘our’ communities does not just include communities 
at present not living in Cornwall but destined to do so, but also includes 
‘communities’ that live for most of the year somewhere else entirely! 
 
There are other relevant factors that went blithely unacknowledged by 
Councillor Kaczmarek. For example, how does housing supply, which 
includes decisions on planning and a whole raft of other policies, affect 
housing demand? Or how will continuing the high population growth rates 
of the past 50 years affect the Cornish people? How does Councillor 
Kaczmarek square the Council’s population growth plans with it signing up 
to the Council of Europe’s Framework Charter for the Protection of 
National Minorities? This clearly states that ‘all parties shall refrain from 
measures which alter the proportions of the population in areas inhabited 
by persons belonging to national minorities.’ And finally, are there no 
limits to growth? The proposed growth rate is leading inevitably to a 
population of nearly a million by the end of the century. But Councillor 
Kaczmarek and his officers seem quite comfortable with this outcome.  
 
 
Conclusion: one untenable argument followed by another 
As one argument for high growth is shown to be groundless, the Council 
drags another one out. For years the argument was that we had to 
accommodate in-migration. But this is becoming increasingly threadbare 
as the 2011 Census reveals that the long-term trend is continuing on the 
downwards path it has been on since the 1980s. So the Council claimed 
that the number of people in dire housing need was the reason and used 
the HomeChoice Register as a surrogate for such need. Yet even the 
Government points out that registers like this are not a good guide to 
homelessness. Almost 60% of those in the Home Choice Register are in 
the lowest band of need, most of them defined even by the Council as 
‘adequately housed’. The majority of the rest are living in houses and not 
on the streets, although those houses may be in poor repair, over-priced, 
too large or too small for them. As we demonstrate (CoSERG briefing 
paper 3) there is little relationship between housing need and the Home 
Choice Register. This register has effectively become a list of all those in 
insecure and costly privately rented houses and is being used by the 
Council as a useful distraction from its population growth plans. Moreover, 
as the Council is currently consulting on making it more difficult for people 
to register as a result of the government relaxing the responsibilities of 
local government to house people in need, housing need will surely 
become less of a factor not more of one. 
 
As population growth and housing need are exposed as arguments not 
based on evidence those urging a housing target of 49,000 turn to scare 
stories that this is the lowest possible figure that government inspectors 
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will accept. But, as we point out above, on closer inspection this too 
transpires not to be the case. Take Bristol and Bournemouth for example. 
Both their Local Plans have been accepted as ‘sound’. Yet Bristol’s housing 
target is equivalent to just 38,500 houses for Cornwall, and 
Bournemouth’s was 40,800. Moreover, on the Census definition of 
overcrowding, both these places have more than twice the level of 
overcrowding as Cornwall. The average for overcrowding in south west 
England is 6.4% of households; in Cornwall it’s 5.8%. It looks on this 
basis as if overcrowding is no more of a problem in Cornwall than 
elsewhere. So why do we need more houses than they do? 
 
Finally, the Council comes up with another reason for pushing up 
housebuilding. They want ‘growth’. Any old growth will do but especially 
growth in houses and people. Despite the fact that we’ve had more such 
growth than most other places in the UK since the 1960s and it’s led to 
the current problems, they want more of it. Flying in the face of all 
evidence, they convince themselves that this time the effects will 
somehow be different. It was Einstein who defined insanity as ‘doing the 
same thing over and over again and expecting different results’. 
 
 
For an extended argument against the Council’s population growth 
fetish you must read The land’s end: the great sale of Cornwall by 
Bernard Deacon, coming soon. 
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